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By David Drake

BAEN, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. NEW STANDALONE
NOVEL BY SF MASTER DAVID DRAKE. In a violent world in which civilization has fallen and monsters
roam, a young hero will rise. In the time of the Ancients the universe was united--but that was so far
in the past that not even memory remains, only the broken artifacts that a few Makers can reshape
into their original uses. What survives is shattered into enclaves--some tiny, some ruined, some
wild. Into the gaps between settlements, and onto the Road that connects all human reality and the
reality that is not human and may never have been human, have crept monsters. Some creatures
are men, twisted into inhuman evil; some of them are alien to Mankind-- And there are things which
are hostile to all life, things which will raven and kill until they are stopped. A Leader has arisen,
welding the scattered human settlements together in peace and safety and smashing the enemies
of order with an iron fist. In his capital, Dun Add, the Leader provides law and justice. In the universe
beyond, his Champions advance--and enforce--the return of civilization. Pal, a youth from the
sticks,...
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ReviewsReviews

Good eBook and helpful one. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases and never confusing. I am just e ortlessly could possibly get a
enjoyment of looking at a published book.
-- Romaine Rippin-- Romaine Rippin

The book is great and fantastic. it absolutely was writtern very properly and beneficial. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin
to read the book.
-- Lyda Davis II-- Lyda Davis II
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